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Abstract
This paper considers a single link with traffic light boundary conditions at both ends, and
investigates the traffic evolution over time with various signal and system configurations.
A hydrodynamic model and a modified stochastic domain wall theory are proposed to
describe the local density variation. The Nagel-Schreckenberg model (NaSch), an agent
based stochastic model, is used as a benchmark. The hydrodynamic model provides good
approximations over short time scales. The domain wall model is found to reproduce
the time evolution of local densities, in good agreement with the NaSch simulations for
both short and long time scales. A systematic investigation of the impact of network
parameters, including system sizes, cycle lengths, phase splits and signal offsets, on traffic
flows suggests that the stationary flow is dominated by the boundary with the smaller
split. Nevertheless, the signal offset plays an important role in determining the flow.
Analytical expressions of the flow in relation to those parameters are obtained for the
deterministic domain wall model and match the deterministic NaSch simulations. The
analytic results agree qualitatively with the general stochastic models. When the cycle
is sufficiently short, the stationary state is governed by effective inflow and outflow rates,
and the density profile is approximately linear and independent of time.
Keywords: time-dependent boundary, hydrodynamics, domain wall theory, cellular
automata
1. Introduction
Cellular Automata (CA) are a popular approach to study freeway traffic. Particularly
widely used is the famous one-dimensional Nagel-Schreckenberg (NaSch) model [1]. This
model may be considered on a ring or with reservoirs at the boundaries to model on- and
off-ramps. A special case of the NaSch model is the asymmetric simple exclusion process
(ASEP), in which car speeds are either 1 or 0.
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A significant challenge in extending the model to an urban traffic network is to
incorporate intersections (nodes) with realistic traffic lights. It is well known that road
network performance is strongly dependent on traffic signal parameters. The relation
between them is complex and difficult to predict. Given that, we choose to study traffic
behaviours on a link with traffic light boundaries, the most fundamental component of
a road network.
In the sections below we will develop theory to describe a single link and implement
traffic lights at the boundaries. Four important parameters determine the behaviour of
traffic on the link; these are the cycle time, the split, the offset and the link length. The
cycle time is the total time allocated to one green-red cycle of the traffic light, and the
split determines how much green vs. red time is allocated within each cycle. The offset
is the time difference between the cycle start times at the two boundaries.
Intuition suggests us that a short cycle time, or fast switching, will result in similar
behaviour to that of a link without traffic lights but with effective in- and outflow rates
proportional to the amount of green time at the boundaries. Large cycle times, compared
to the relaxation time of the model, will lead to two pseudo-stationary regimes, one with
a green light and one with a red light. The simulation results presented in this article
confirm this intuition.
Cellular automata and density profiles
NaSch models with time-independent boundary conditions have been extensively
studied, e.g., [2, 3, 4], and exact solutions have been obtained for the special case of
ASEP corresponding to maximum speed vmax = 1. With time-independent boundary
conditions, there are three general macro-states: low density, high density and maxi-
mum flow. Which state the model attains depends on the inflow and outflow rates at
boundaries.
Studies of systems with time-dependent boundaries have also been conducted using
CA models, in particular NaSch, and mean field theories. The first such study appears to
be [5], who considered a semi-finite ASEP (i.e., assumed as (−∞, 0]) and time-dependent
outflow rates and split time fixed at a half. There it was found that the density has a
time-periodic stationary sawtooth structure. A similar problem was studied in [6]. Both
[5] and [6] concluded that the most interesting behaviour, and most difficult to analyse,
occurs when boundary parameters vary slowly, like realistic traffic lights with interme-
diate values of the cycle time. Woelki [7] considered ASEP with random sequential
updates using a mean-field approximation. The author investigated density-dependent
inflow rates, which models the scenarios of adaptive drivers and/or traffic control (such
as ramp-metering). When the system density exceeds a threshold, the inflow rate reduces
to a smaller value. As a result two additional phases may occur aside from the usual
low/high density and maximum flow phases. When the inflow rate is in rapid alternation
the controlled-density phase and co-existence phase come into existence.
Deterministic NaSch systems with a traffic-light-controlled out-boundary were con-
sidered by [8, 9, 10]. Compared with the sawtooth structure in [5], a rectangular density
structure was found in [9], which was induced by the traffic light and was sustained due to
the absence of stochasticity. In [8], the authors focused on the discussion of travel delays
caused by traffic lights. They found a dependence between the road length and the travel
time. Jia and Ma [10] studied a model similar to [8, 9]. They derived a theoretical ex-
pression of the outflow if the red phase is longer than 1 time step. Otherwise, they found
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the system generated periodic orbits and the maximum flow could depend on the road
length. Their study of the deterministic NaSch has a limited application, as the analysis
was on the basis of assuming a saturated inflow, and is impossible to be generalised to
the stochastic model. Tobita and Nagatani [11] used another deterministic CA model to
study the impact of the cycle time, split and offset on the traffic flow through a series
of traffic lights in a deterministic ring system with respect to the dynamic transition
and the fundamental diagram (FD). Their model is less realistic than NaSch, due to the
assumption of infinite acceleration.
Ito and Nishinari [12] studied the ASEP with parallel updates and a time-dependent
outflow rate controlled by pedestrians crossing at an intersection. The pedestrian crossing
is modelled as an M/M/∞ queue with discrete time and thus the effective outflow rate
becomes a function of the pedestrian arrival rate and exiting rate. They proposed two
approximation methods for the study of traffic outflows and the phase diagram: an
extended two-cluster approximation and isolated rarefaction wave approximation, which,
respectively, produced results in good agreement with the simulations for sufficiently
large and small pedestrian crossing speeds. When pedestrian signals are present, it was
found that the average flow in the high density phase is approximately proportional to
the effective green time over the cycle time. Other studies [13, 14, 15] analysed traffic
through a sequence of traffic lights.
Variational theory and macroscopic fundamental diagrams
Daganzo and Geroliminis [16] studied the impact of traffic signal switching on road
capacity using variational theory (VT) [17]. In particular, they found the relation be-
tween the road capacity and green signal fraction (i.e., green split or ratio) for short and
long roads. Their work and the following studies mainly focused on applying VT and
the capacity formula to study aggregated route/network performance, see [18, 19, 20], in
particular the estimation of the macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD). Other stud-
ies investigated the MFD and critical density in relation to various network and signal
parameters including: cycle length [21, 22, 23], street length [21, 24, 25, 26, 27], signal
phase split [21, 25, 26, 27] and signal coordination [21, 24, 28].
Stationarity and transient behaviour
In this paper we provide a systematic investigation of the influence of four important
parameters: cycle time, phase split, offset and road length, on traffic flows. Instead of
explicitly developing traffic signals for optimising traffic flows (or travel times), e.g., [29],
we aim to explore the general relationships between the traffic flow and traffic signal and
road parameters.
The application of the VT model mentioned above focused on the analysis of the
network aggregated performance including the MFD in the stationary state. It is also
important to understand more detailed traffic behaviour such as the density profile on
a bulk link in the network. Therefore, we focus on the analysis of the time evolution
of the traffic, in both stationary and transient states, on a single link with traffic light
boundaries, which mimics a bulk link embedded in a traffic network.
The study of the local traffic density evolution between signalised intersections helps
us capture spill-back queues and how they are affected by various signal and network
parameters. It can be further used to develop appropriate strategies for spill-back preven-
tion and traffic prediction. We consider three models: a simple hydrodynamic model, a
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stochastic domain wall model and a mesoscopic CA model to study the traffic evolution.
Our models do not necessarily assume triangular FDs.
We investigate the stationary flow as well as transient traffic behaviour. If the green
and red lights are sufficiently long, so the boundary conditions remain invariant for
a long time, then the system may settle in pseudo-green/red-light stationary states.
Nevertheless, when the light changes, the system becomes transient once more.
In this paper, we say that the system is at stationarity if the average flow over each
cycle is (approximately) time-invariant. We define this flow to be the stationary flow.
There could be large fluctuations within a cycle but the average flow of one cycle is
approximately the same as that of next cycle. There are two transient states of interest:
one is before the flow reaches stationarity, and the other is the transient state (within
a cycle) after a traffic light change and prior to the green/red-light stationarity (which
may or may not occur) after the flow has obtained stationarity.
Organisation of the paper
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe a hydrodynamic theory,
a domain wall theory and the NaSch model. We incorporate traffic light boundaries
into the hydrodynamic model, and improve the stochastic domain wall model, [30], to
allow walls to ‘decay’. In Section 3 we investigate the traffic evolution before and after
the traffic flow has reached a stationary state and compare the results produced by the
three models. In Section 4 we study the influence on the stationary flow of the four
key parameters: cycle length, split, offset and road length. We consider the situation
when signals are switched very rapidly in Section 5. Although the fast switching signal
is unlikely to be implemented in most practical scenarios, the study is of interest as it
bridges the results for the time-dependent and time-independent boundary conditions.
In Section 6 we summarise our findings.
2. Models
2.1. System configurations
We consider a system of total size Lu+L+Ld. See Figure 1. For discrete models, the
size is measured in terms of site (or cell) numbers. Two intersections with traffic lights nin
and nout are placed at locations Lu and Lu +L, respectively, which leaves a bulk link of
length L in-between. We refer to nin and nout as the upstream and downstream nodes.
A vehicle is injected into the system with some inflow rate at the in-boundary (left-
boundary). A vehicle exits from the out-boundary (right-boundary) with some outflow
rate. This configuration corresponds to the simplest scenario of a link embedded in a
traffic network.
! "
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Figure 1: Illustration of the entire system. Parameters α and β represent the traffic inflow and outflow
rates respectively, and are both set to 1.
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The inflow and outflow rates are both set to 1. We do not consider stochasticity for
left and right boundaries so that we can focus on the impact caused by the switching
of signals at nodes nin and nout. Given both inflow and outflow rates are 1, the sizes
of the upstream and downstream links become unimportant. We fix the lengths of the
upstream and downstream links and vary the length of the bulk link. In this setting,
the downstream link is a very high capacity road, for example a freeway, whereas the
upstream link contains a strong traffic source. As we are only interested in the middle
link, from now on, we refer to it as the system. We consider varying cycle length c, green
time g, split γ = g/c and offset d (the time gap between the start times of the green lights
at the nodes). Subscripts in and out are used to distinguish the values at upstream and
downstream nodes. We omit the subscripts if the parameter values for the two nodes are
the same.
In the following subsections, we shall describe three models: hydrodynamics, domain
wall theory and a CA model. The CA model is discrete and so is the stochastic domain
wall model. A particle (i.e., a vehicle) occupies one cell and can take vmax + 1 values
for its speed v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , vmax. A bond i connects cells i and i+ 1. Domain walls are
localised on bonds.
2.2. Hydrodynamic model
In this subsection, we describe the hydrodynamic model. The use of kinematic waves
to study traffic flows dated back to 1950s [31, 32]. We briefly outline the hydrodynamic
method, following [33, 34], which can be used to compute time dependent density profiles
ρ(i, t), with i the position on the lattice. We treat the density as a continuous function
ρ(x, t), and assume it satisfies the continuity equation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂J
∂x
= 0. (1)
Then, if we have a relation J(ρ) between the local density ρ and flow J , the continuity
equation becomes
∂ρ
∂t
+m(ρ)
∂ρ
∂x
= 0 with m(ρ) =
∂J
∂ρ
. (2)
The solutions ρ(x, t) of (2) are constant along characteristics, x(t), with gradient m(ρ):
with ρ(t) = ρ(x(t), t),
dρ
dt
=
∂ρ
∂t
+
dx
dt
∂ρ
∂x
=
∂ρ
∂t
+m(ρ)
∂ρ
∂x
= 0.
The idea is then, given the initial density profile, ρ(x, 0), to find the density profile at
later times by tracing along the characteristics on which the density remains constant.
To illustrate the method, we will take, as an example, the discrete time ASEP with
parallel updates. Let p be the deceleration probability. The flow-density relation of this
model is [35, 36]
J(ρ) =
1−√1− 4(1− p)ρ(1− ρ)
2
, (3)
giving
m(ρ) =
(1− p)(1− 2ρ)√
1− 4(1− p)ρ(1− ρ) . (4)
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(a) FD for discrete ASEP
ρ = 1
ρ = ρc
ρ = 0
t
x
(b) Characteristics
Figure 2: FD and example characteristics for the discrete time ASEP with parallel updates.
This is plotted in Figure 2 alongside typical characteristics.
We will consider other flow-density relations, but will always assume that
• There is a unique maximum flow value JM occurring at some critical density ρM;
• The derivative of J(ρ), m(ρ), is continuous, and a strictly decreasing function of ρ;
• J(0) = J(1) = 0.
Hydrodynamics for traffic-light boundary
We now give some examples, which will illustrate how the hydrodynamics method is
applied to the system with traffic lights we consider.
Rarefaction
Consider first a downward step profile at t = t0, with ρ(x, t0) stepping from ρ+ to
ρ− at x0, with ρ+ > ρ−. This is illustrated in Figure 3 alongside the corresponding
characteristics.
In this example, the ρ+ characteristics angle left, while the ρ− characteristics angle
right (Figure 3(b)), and the boundaries of the high and low density regions move left and
right accordingly, separated by a rarefaction region (Figure 3(c)).
The gap between the high and low density characteristics is filled by a fan of straight
line characteristics, originating a x = x0 (the dashed lines in Figure 3(b)). A point
(x∗, t∗) in this fan region will have some density ρ∗, and this density will be constant
along the line
x∗ = m(ρ∗)(t∗ − t0) + x0.
Inverting, we find that the density must be
ρ∗ = m−1
(
x∗ − x0
t∗ − t0
)
,
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(a) Profile with a downward step
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(c) Time evolution
Figure 3: Rarefaction studied in the hydrodynamics setting
and this gives the density of any point (x, t) in the rarefaction front. Thus for t > t0,
ρ(x, t) =


ρ+, x < m(ρ+)(t− t0) + x0;
m−1
(
x− x0
t− t0
)
, m(ρ+)(t− t0) + x0 < x < m(ρ−)(t− t0) + x0;
ρ−, m(ρ
−)(t− t0) + x0 < x,
which is plotted in Figure 3(c). For the NaSch model with vmax = 1 and m(ρ) given by
(4), we have
m−1(z) =
1
2
(
1− z
√
p
(1− p)(1− p− z2)
)
. (5)
Shocks
If, on the other hand, we have an upward step representing a shock, the characteristics
cross and a shock forms between the density regions (see Figure 4(a)). Either side of the
shock the density propagates along the straight line characteristics from their respective
domains. The shock forms a moving boundary between the two domains. Its position,
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x0
x
t
(a) Profile with upward step
x0
x
t
(b) Characteristics and shock (thick line)
Figure 4: Shocks studied in the hydrodynamics setting
s(t), is determined by conservation of mass and must satisfy
ds
dt
=
J(ρ(s(t)+))− J(ρ(s(t)−))
ρ(s(t)+)− ρ(s(t)−) , (6)
where s(t)± indicates the limit of the shock position approached from the left or right
domain.
Boundary conditions
Switching traffic lights are modelled as time-dependent boundary conditions
ρ(0, t) =
{
1, green light;
0, red light;
ρ(L, t) =
{
0, green light;
1, red light.
The boundary condition at x = L is imposed to either block all traffic, or allow free
flow. But the density at site L is obtained by taking the x→ L limit from below. When
the traffic lights are placed mid-lattice (as is the case here with upstream and down-
stream links) we break the lattice at each red light, considering the up- and downstream
sections as independent systems. When the light switches to green, the lattice sections
are rejoined.
Solving the continuity equation
To solve the continuity equation (2), we start from an initial density profile ρ(x, t = 0),
and find the evolution by following the density along characteristics, inserting rarefac-
tion regions and solving (6) for shock positions, where required. The time-dependent
boundaries (the traffic lights) cause the characteristics originating from the boundaries
to vary.
The chief difficulties in this process are solving the shock equation (6) for general
non-constant density profiles, and keeping track of the crossing and spreading of char-
acteristics, especially when time-dependent boundaries are involved. We overcome the
first difficulty by solving the shock equation numerically, although we then need to en-
sure we have sufficient numerical precision. To keep track of the characteristics, we have
implemented code that automates the process.
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2.3. Domain wall model
The domain wall model has been shown to be capable of explaining the behaviour
of NaSch in both the stationary [37] and transient regimes [30, 38]. In this subsection,
we explain how we extend it to take into consideration traffic-light boundaries. Domain
walls separate two regions of different densities. We shall assume that the width of such
walls is small compared to the macroscopic system size, so that to a good approximation
we can consider the position of the domain wall to be localised on the bonds between
adjacent cells. The drift velocity of a wallWA|B separating domainsA and B with density
and flow (ρA, JA) and (ρB, JB) is given by
VA|B =
JA − JB
ρA − ρB . (7)
Note that the domain wall drift velocity in (7) is the same as equation (6), when the
densities in left and right domains in (6) are constant.
The motion of a domain wall can be described as a biased simple random walk. See
[30] for details. The density of cell i at time t becomes a well-defined stochastic process
induced by the dynamics of the domain walls. We refer to this domain wall model as the
stochastic domain wall (SDW). A simple deterministic approximation of the stochastic
domain wall model is to approximate the position of a domain wall at time t as a linear
function of the drift speed. The densities of domains are assumed to be bulk quantities
that are homogeneous between consecutive domain walls. For deterministic ASEP and
NaSch, we investigate the deterministic domain wall (DDW) model. The density is
simply a linear function of the drift speed.
SDW for traffic-light boundary
We now list a few key properties of the SDW model tailored for the traffic-light
boundary condition.
Walls generated by traffic-light changes
Switching traffic lights at nodes generates domain walls. Three typical traffic regions
(or domains) possibly exist in the system: i) A grid-locked region C, which is full of
vehicles with no gaps. It is built from the stop line of node n due to a red light; ii)
An empty region E with no vehicles inside, which is formed at the downstream side of
node n when the red light is switched on; and iii) A maximum flow region M, which
is created when the green light is switched on. The conditions for the formation of M
are a sufficient inflow from upstream and a non-congested regime in downstream, both
realised due to the recently closed red lights. Readers may refer to [30] for an argument
explaining the formation of the maximum flow domain.
At the upstream node nin, when the light switches from green to red (red to green),
a domain wall WE|A (WM|A) is placed at the node, provided that A 6= E (A 6= M).
Domain A is the current state of the cell to the right of nin. Likewise, a domain wall
WB|C (WB|M) is placed at the downstream node nout, when the light changes from green
to red (red to green), provided that B 6= C (B 6=M). State B is the current state of the
cell left to nout.
Walls merging
In order to model the effect of the traffic lights, we will need to allow for the possibility
of multiple domain walls coexisting in the system simultaneously. We assume that the
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dynamics of each wall are independent of all the other walls, unless two or more walls
choose to move to the same bond. In such a case the walls immediately merge and then
form a single wall if two sides of the merged walls have different states. The number of
walls present in the system at time t is not conserved.
Walls exiting the system
The SDW model allows walls to exit the (bulk) system when they reach either of the
nodes, as there are upstream and downstream links connected to the (bulk) system. For
example, suppose that the system is divided by a wall WM|C into two domains M and
C, and the signals at nin and nout, respectively, stay green and red. The wall will drift
upstream, pass node nin and eventually move into the upstream link.
Unstable walls
The stability of a domain wall is determined by the collective velocity (local velocity)
Vc = dJ/dρ, [39]. An upward wall (i.e., shock) with ρleft < ρright is stable, whereas a
downward wall (i.e., rarefaction) with ρleft > ρright is unstable. This is because, for the
downward wall, Vc(ρleft) < Vwall < Vc(ρright), and the excess mass moves away from the
wall. In our discussions, walls WM|E and WC|M are unstable walls. They will smear
out as they drift. Compared to ASEP, NaSch with vmax > 1 has a steeper FD. Larger
maximum speeds lead to steeper FDs. As a result, walls WM|E and WC|M are more
stable in the vmax > 1 setting.
In order to capture the characteristics of the unstable walls for ASEP, we extend our
SDW model and allow unstable walls to split. The basic idea of the extended model is as
follows. Suppose that a downward wall WA|B drifts right. It hops right with probability
Vc(ρA) and stays still with probability 1− Vc(ρB). Otherwise, wall WA|B splits into two
walls WA|D and WD|B with ρD = (ρA + ρB)/2, and then wall WD|B hops right. As a
result, an unstable wall spreads out (into multiple walls). We remark that our SDW
model for NaSch with vmax > 1 ignores the unstable downward domain walls, and so do
not consider wall splitting. That means it only uses the empirical data for section M,
and assumes a triangle-shaped FD. The assumption is reasonable given the shape of the
FD (see Figure A.15). In general, the proposed SDW does not rely on a triangle-shaped
FD as it deals with both stable and unstable walls.
2.4. CA model – NaSch
A CAmodel such as NaSch, is discrete in space, time and state variables. In the NaSch
model, each vehicle occupies one cell and has speed of 0, 1, 2, . . . , or vmax depending on
local traffic conditions. In this paper, we apply the NaSch model with two signalised
internal nodes to study the traffic behaviour on a link with traffic signals at both sides
embedded in a network. We use the CA simulation results as a benchmark to compare
with the domain wall and hydrodynamic approximations. When setting green splits at
both nodes γin = γout = 1, the system becomes a NaSch in the maximum flow regime.
We let Jmax denote the maximum flow obtained in such a case. We shall compare the
stationary flows obtained with varying parameters with Jmax.
Parameters
The NaSch model includes, each time step and for each vehicle, a random deceleration
which is applied with probability p. The model becomes deterministic when p = 0, and
is stochastic otherwise. In this article, we focus on the stochastic case with p = 0.5. We
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also consider the deterministic NaSch, whose simple analytic results help us qualitatively
explain the observations for the stochastic case. Regarding the maximum speed vmax
we consider two values: vmax = 1 and 4. The FDs for vmax = 1 and vmax > 1 are
significantly different. Unless specified otherwise, in the remainder of this paper, we
refer to the NaSch with vmax = 4 as the NaSch case and that with vmax = 1 as the ASEP
case.
FDs
Both the SDW and hydrodynamic models rely on knowledge of the FD. For ASEP
we use the analytical FD (see Figure 2(a) and Eq. (3)), whereas for NaSch we use
approximations of the FD obtained numerically from simulations. See Figure A.15 in
Appendix A.
3. Density Profiles
As discussed in the introduction, the system with traffic-light boundaries has two
types of transient states: before the traffic flow reaches stationarity (i.e., the flow remains
invariant); and between a signal change and the reach of pseudo-stationarity, after the
average flow remains invariant. In this section we study the transient behaviour in both
states. For the deterministic case, the proposed DDW model can reproduce the transient
solution of the CA simulation. For the stochastic case, we analyse the density profile
results provided by the hydrodynamic and the domain wall models and compare them
with those obtained from the CA simulations.
3.1. Deterministic case
For the deterministic case, the time evolutions of density profiles can be obtained
from the domain wall trajectories produced by the DDW model. Examples are shown
in Figure 5, where the wall trajectories produced by DDW for ASEP and NaSch with
different initial conditions are plotted. In addition to domain walls initially existing in
the system, five types of domain walls WM|C , WC|M, WM|E , WE|M and WE|C can be
found in the system. Walls other than WE|C are created by signal switching. For the
ASEP system illustrated in Figure 5(a) with non-zero offsets and equal splits, we consider
four initial configurations. In the two extreme cases, initially empty and full (jammed),
stationarity is reached by the end of the first green light at nin and the end of the second
green light at nin respectively. After that time, the state during the next cycle simply
repeats the previous one. In the other two cases, random initial configurations 1 and 2,
stationary is obtained at the end of the first green light at nin. For the NaSch systems
shown in Figure 5(b) with zero offsets and equal splits, stationarity is reached by the end
of the first green light at nin.
We would like to comment on two issues regarding the results for the deterministic
variants. Firstly, we observe that, due to the fact that the system is completely deter-
ministic, the stationary configuration depends on the initial condition. In Figure 5, in
most cases, the stationary states are different for different initial conditions. We focus
on the two extreme initial cases and use them as representatives. Nevertheless, we would
like to comment on other initial cases. For an arbitrary initial configuration, the sys-
tem can always be partitioned into sections E , M and C with domain walls from the
above-mentioned five types. Two examples of ASEP with randomly generated initial
11
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(a) ASEP, d > 0 and L > g (b) NaSch, d = 0
Figure 5: Domain wall trajectories for deterministic ASEP (a) and NaSch (b) with p = 0 and γ =
0.5 and different initial conditions. X-axis: position in the system; Y-axis: time. Green and red
lines represent the traffic lights at nodes nin and nout. (b) Black wall trajectories are obtained when
ignoring the existence of the expansion domain, whereas blue dashed trajectories are obtained taking
into consideration the expansion domain.
configurations are given in Figure 5(a). The random initial configuration 1 has four ini-
tial sections: E0, C0, M0 and C′0. Domain walls separating those sections all disappear
prior to the start of the first red light at nin. Its stationary state is exactly the same
as that obtained from the initial full condition. In fact, after wall WC0|M0 arrives at
nout, the system starts repeating its stationarity pattern. This is in advance of the initial
full case, in which the repeating pattern starts when wall WC1|M2,out reaches nout, as
the random configuration 1 is ‘closer’ to the stationary state. Regardless of the initial
conditions, the DDW can reproduce the CA simulations. Further discussion is given in
Appendix B.3.
Secondly, for NaSch, there is one sub-domain in addition to the three domains M, C
and E . Suppose there exists a queue at the stop line during the red light. When the green
light is switched on, vehicles start to accelerate, and form an expansion domain N , which
is a section of vehicles that are accelerating to vmax > 1. Once they reach the maximum
speed, a maximum flow domain M forms and expands upstream and downstream. The
expansion domain stays left to domain M and drifts upstream with speed 1 until the
queue dissolves completely. This expansion domain takes time t† =
∑vmax
i=2 i to clear a
node n, which is defined as the last second that a vehicle traverses a node n with speed
less than vmax. The total number of vehicles that have traversed node n by time t
†
is q† =
∑vmax−1
i=1 i. This means the average flow during that period is lower than the
stationary maximum flow during a infinitely long green light, which is vmax/(vmax + 1).
As a result, the stationary flow for small cycle times is lower than that for large cycle
times, which we shall see in next section. Figure 5(b) compares the wall trajectories
for NaSch both when considering and not considering the expansion domain N . The
DDW produces exactly the same solution as the NaSch simulations if considering N .
Otherwise, it gives good approximations in most scenarios except when the cycle time
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and/or the system size is too small.
3.2. Stochastic case: Before the flow reaches the stationary state
We begin by studying the transient behaviour of the stochastic ASEP and NaSch at
the early stage when the flow is not at stationarity. The splits at both nodes are set to
0.5 and the deceleration rate is set to 0.5. We choose two representative system sizes:
L = 25 and 100. We choose a short cycle length c = 50 for the small size, and c = 150
for L = 100. These choices are reasonable as congestion is more likely to spread out
on short roads, and choosing a short cycle length would prevent queues from spilling
back to upstream intersections. We choose the two extreme initial conditions: initially
empty and full. For other initial conditions, intermediate results are expected. Figure 6
compares the density profiles ρ(i) vs position i at two time steps t during the early stage
for different sizes, cycle times and initial conditions. The first time step t is chosen to be
the end of the first cycle, while the second one is chosen to be during a green light after
the system has evolved for over 1200 iterations.
The results for ASEP are given in Figures 6(a)-(d). The hydrodynamics provide
good approximations in terms of predicting the shape and position of rarefaction. The
main deviations from the CA curves occur at the locations of shocks (vertical dotted
lines in Figures 6(a)-(d)). Unlike SDW, the hydrodynamic model considers that shocks
move deterministically. Thus a step profile is maintained at the (time-varying) position
of the shock. This is also the reason behind the discrepancies between the CA and
hydrodynamic curves at latter times except the effect is much more pronounced. In
Figure 6(a), in the cell range i ∈ [13, 17], the hydrodynamic model predicts that the cell
densities at t = 1225 are (close to) zero, suggesting the rarefaction from nin is catching
up with the shock from nout. On the other hand, both the SDW and CA results show
that the cell densities are about 0.3, suggesting that the two domain walls are likely to
have met and merged by then. A similar scenario occurs in the cell range i ∈ [8, 14] in
Figure 6(b).
Next we consider the domain wall results. The SDW predictions are in good agree-
ment with the simulation results for both the representative configurations. The agree-
ment is better at the very early stage t = 50 or 150. At latter time, for L = 100,
moderate discrepancies between SDW and CA are observed in the cell ranges i ∈ [65, 85]
and [20, 30] under two different initial conditions respectively. These regions correspond
to the “density dispersal” of shocks (i.e., upward domain walls). In the SDW model,
shocks do random walks, and unlike rarefaction (i.e., downward unstable walls), they
do not split. The density dispersal is a result of the random walk and the merge with
other (unstable) walls. The discrepancies suggest that SDW overestimates the dispersing
speed. Those discrepancies are less pronounced or absent for L = 25, likely because the
system is too small for the “overestimated scattering” to accumulate. By contrast, the
deterministic essence in the hydrodynamic model underestimates the density dispersal
near shocks.
The results plotted in Figure 6(e)-(f) are for the NaSch system with an empty initial
condition. The performance of both the SDW and hydrodynamic models improves. For
the small system, the SDW and CA curves almost overlap each other. For the large
system, the SDW prediction at t = 150 is very close to the CA simulation. At the
latter time step, Figure 6(f) shows that the densities in two cell regions i ∈ [20, 45]
and [70, 90] are overestimated. This suggests that, contrary to the result for ASEP, the
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ASEP: transient, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 50, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 50
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(a) ASEP: Initially empty, L = 25, c = 50 (b) ASEP: Initially full, L = 25, c = 50
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ASEP: transient, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 150
SIM: t = 1375
SDW: t = 150
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ASEP: transient, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 150
SIM: t = 1375
SDW: t = 150
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HYD: t = 150
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(c) ASEP: Initially empty, L = 100, c = 150 (d) ASEP: Initially full, L = 100, c = 150
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NaSch: transient, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 50, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 50
SIM: t = 1225
SDW: t = 50
SDW: t = 1225
HYD: t = 50
HYD: t = 1225
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NaSch: transient, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 150
SIM: t = 1375
SDW: t = 150
SDW: t = 1375
HYD: t = 150
HYD: t = 1375
(e) NaSch: Initially empty, L = 25, c = 50(f) NaSch: Initially empty, L = 100, c = 150
Figure 6: Comparison of cell densities among CA simulations, domain wall and hydrodynamic predictions
for stochastic ASEP and NaSch with p = 0.5, d = 0 and γ = 0.5 at t seconds after the system
starts to evolve. CA: CA simulation; SDW: stochastic domain wall; HYD: hydrodynamics. Error
bars corresponding to one standard deviation are shown.
SDW model underestimates the density dispersal near shocks. One possible explanation
for the density dispersal overestimation for ASEP and underestimation for NaSch is the
mechanism by which SDW treats unstable walls. Recall that our SDW model considers
unstable walls splitting for ASEP and neglects their instability for NaSch. Nevertheless,
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the discrepancy is not significant, since the effect of the unstable walls is not strong due
to the shape of the FD of NaSch.
With respect to the hydrodynamic predictions, most deviations from the CA results
occur near shocks at t = 50, for example the cell range i ∈ [80, 89] at t = 1375 in
Figure 6(f), which are essentially the same as the observations made for the results of
ASEP. Another significant difference is at time t = 1225 in Figure 6(e). It seems the
hydrodynamic model overestimates the propagation of the maximum flow region and
hence produces a flat density profile, whereas the SDW and CA results both suggest
that the red-light created high density has not dissipated completely yet. We therefore
examined the time evolution of the density profile from t = 1 to 1225, and found that this
discrepancy is accumulated along time due to the deterministic nature of hydrodynamics.
The hydrodynamic model is simple and can provide a reasonable prediction of the
transient profile on short time scales. However, due to lack of stochasticity, it does not
perform well for long time scales. Comparing its performance for ASEP for different
system sizes at a relatively late stage (i.e., t = 1225 or 1375), the hydrodynamic model
performs better for the larger system. One reason is that the smaller system has a shorter
relaxation time, that is, the time that the systems takes to obtain stationarity. At the
chosen time step the smaller system is closer to the stationary state than the larger
system. As a result, the performance of hydrodynamics is worse.
3.3. Stochastic case: After the flow reaches the stationary state
In this subsection we explore the transient behaviour within a cycle when the flow has
obtained stationarity. To ensure the flow is stationary, we simulate the models for a long
time (up to 900,000 iterations) prior to measurements. We then study the cell density
profile at different time steps of a cycle. The selected time steps correspond to the start
and middle of green and red lights. The investigation focuses on the initial condition of
an empty system, which suffices due to the ergodicity of stochastic NaSch.
Comparison between CA and SDW
In this section we compare the results of the SDW theory with the CA simulations.
Figure 7 depicts the density profiles for ASEP and NaSch respectively, at different stages
of a cycle when the system is in the stationary state. The CA and SDW results are
in relatively good agreement. The agreement for NaSch is slightly worse compared to
ASEP. This is likely due to the following reasons. The first is the neglect of the expansion
domain. Since it takes a constant time for the expansion domain to traverse a node, the
larger the cycle length is, the less impact (the neglect of) the expansion domain has.
The fact that the agreement improves with increasing cycle length provides evidence in
support of this hypothesis. The second reason is the approximation of the FD for NaSch
and the neglect of unstable walls. The neglect of unstable walls implies that we assume
a triangle-shaped FD and the same collective velocity within each individual regime (low
or high density). In fact, the empirical FD suggests that the maximum flow region is
approximately in the density range ρ ∈ [0.12, 0.135] (ρM = 0.12 is used for the SDW
model.). The collective velocity in the maximum flow region is small and very different
from that when density is close to 0 or 1. If the system is expected to derive a maximum
flow section, it is likely that the density stays at values higher than ρM. As a result, the
valleys of the SDW predictions are usually lower than the CA simulation results.
Finite-size scaling
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ASEP: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 50, g = 0.5c
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(a) ASEP: L = 25, c = 50, t = 0, 12 (b) ASEP: L = 100, c = 50, t = 0, 12
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ASEP: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
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ASEP: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 75
SIM: t = 112
SDW: t = 75
SDW: t = 112
(c) ASEP: L = 25, c = 150, t = 75, 112 (d) ASEP: L = 100, c = 150, t = 75, 112
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NaSch: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 75
SIM: t = 112
SDW: t = 75
SDW: t = 112
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NaSch: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 150, g = 0.5c
SIM: t = 75
SIM: t = 112
SDW: t = 75
SDW: t = 112
(e) NaSch: L = 25, c = 150, t = 75, 112 (f) NaSch: L = 100, c = 150, t = 75, 112
Figure 7: Comparison of cell densities between CA simulations and stochastic domain wall predictions
for stochastic ASEP and NaSch, p = 0.5, d = 0 and γ = 0.5 at t seconds after a cycle starts (when
the system flow is at stationarity). The system is initially empty. CA: CA simulation; SDW: extended
stochastic domain wall.
We next investigate the density profiles for a variety of system sizes. We fix the splits
at both nodes. We plot the density against the normalised cell location at selected time
steps after the start of a cycle. For better illustration, only the results obtained by the
CA simulations are shown.
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ASEP: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=0.2L, g = 0.5c, large
CA: L = 20
CA: L = 30
CA: L = 50
CA: L = 100
(a) Large cycle times, t = 0.5c (b) Large cycle times, t = 0.2L
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ASEP: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=0.5L, g = 0.5c, small
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ASEP: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=0.2L, g = 0.5c, small
CA: L = 20
CA: L = 30
CA: L = 50
CA: L = 100
(c) Small cycle times, t = 0.5c (d) Small cycle times, t = 0.2L
Figure 8: Cell densities against normalised location (i/L) for stochastic ASEP with p = 0.5 at t seconds
after a cycle starts (when the system flow is at stationarity). The time steps are rescaled as t = t′L/10.
For L = 20, 30, 50, 100, cycle lengths are chosen to be (a)-(b): large cycles, (c)-(d): small cycles.
We first look into the stochastic ASEP with equal splits γ = 0.5 and zero offsets d = 0;
see Figures 8. For different system sizes, L = 20, 30, 50, 100, the time steps are chosen
to be proportional to L. We consider two ranges of cycle times: small cycles (c = L)
and large cycles (c = 20L). The choices of cycle times correspond to two scenarios: i)
All the systems are in the transient regime at the light change; and ii) All the systems
have reached the pseudo-stationary state prior to the end of green light. We choose c
proportional to L.
With the choice of the long cycles, given the largest system size L = 100 and γ = 0.5,
the green time is greater than L
3
2 , and thus the pseudo-green-light stationary state is
obtained. The relaxation time is expected to be ∝ L 32 [40, 41]. Figure 8(a) demonstrates
this. It shows the density profiles at t = 0.5c, that is, prior to the start of the red light.
The profiles are flat with cell densities approximately 0.5, which correspond to the ASEP
stationary profile in maximum-flow regime. In that case, we observe good agreements in
the density profiles with different Ls at different time steps. For example, Figure 8(b)
gives the profile results at 0.2L seconds after the start of the green light. When the
cycles are relatively short, the systems do not reach pseudo stationarity, as suggested by
Figure 8(c). We again see good data collapse; see Figures 8(c) and (d). Later we shall
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ASEP: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=1.6L, g = 0.3c, mediate
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ASEP: stationary behavior, offset = L/2, p = 0.5, t=0.2L, g = 0.5c, small
CA: L = 20
CA: L = 30
CA: L = 50
CA: L = 100
(a) ASEP: d = 0, γin = 0.3, γout = 0.7, t = 1.6L (b) ASEP: d = L/2, γ = 0.5, t = 0.2L
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NaSch: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=0.2L, g = 0.5c, large
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NaSch: stationary behavior, offset = 0, p = 0.5, t=10.2L, g = 0.5c, large
CA: L = 20
CA: L = 30
CA: L = 50
CA: L = 100
(c) NaSch: d = 0, γ = 0.5, t = 0.2L (d) NaSch: d = 0, γ = 0.5, t = 10.2L
Figure 9: Cell densities against normalised location (i/L) for stochastic ASEP and NaSch with p = 0.5
at t seconds after a cycle starts (when the system flow is at stationarity). The time steps are rescaled
as t = t′L/10. For L = 20, 30, 50, 100, cycle lengths are chosen to be (a): c = 5L, (b): small cycles and
(c)-(d): large cycles.
see that this result is analogous to when signals switch much more rapidly in Section 5.
For unequal splits, Figure 9(a) displays the density profiles for stochastic ASEP with
γin = 0.3, γout = 0.7, c = 5L and d = 0. The time is t = 1.6L, that is, when the light
at nin just switches to red and the light at nout is still green. With the choices of cycle
lengths and signal splits, the green light at nin is too short for any system to reach pseudo
stationarity. For the non-zero offset case, the offset is also set to be proportional to the
system size in order to see the profile resemblance. An example is given in Figure 9(b).
It displays the density profiles for stochastic ASEP with non-zero offsets d = L/2, small
cycles and γ = 0.5. The time is t = 0.2L, that is, when the red light at nin is on for 0.2L
seconds and the green light at nout is on for 0.2L seconds. For both the unequal split
and the non-zero offset cases, the density profiles for different Ls are very similar.
Finally, we investigate the simulation results for NaSch. Figures 9(c) and (d) depict
the density profiles at t = 0.2L seconds after the green and red lights start, respectively.
The other parameters are the same as in Figures 8(a) and (b). The NaSch density
profiles show good agreements among various Ls. Moderate discrepancy is found close
to nout due to the finite-size effect. The time for NaSch to reach the pseudo-green-light
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stationary state is shorter compared to ASEP. Therefore, with the choice of the large
cycle lengths, all the systems are at the pseudo-stationarity at late of green light. For
the small cycle lengths we also find good data collapse. The results observed for ASEP
are qualitatively the same for NaSch.
4. Stationary Flows
The hydrodynamic and the domain wall models are based on prior knowledge of the
FD. Thus, one can easily use the FD to obtain the transient and the stationary flows from
the density profiles produced by the two models, as discussed in the previous section. In
this section we consider the stationary flow, the flow aggregated over a cycle after the
system has reached stationarity, since it is important and can be considered as the link
capacity. We focus on discussing the impact of the four parameters, c, d, γ and L on the
flow.
4.1. Equal splits and zero offsets
Figure 10 displays the CA simulation results of the stationary flows for deterministic
and stochastic ASEP and NaSch vs cycle times. For the deterministic case, the results
obtained from the DDW model are the same as the CA results. As for the stochastic case,
the SDW model predictions are in most cases in good agreement with the CA models
(within two standard errors). The discrepancies between the SDW and CA results are
mainly derived from the approximation of the FD, and are slightly larger for small system
sizes such as L = 10. Therefore, for a clear illustration of the impact of the parameters
on traffic flows, Figure 10 (and Figure 11) depicts the CA results only. We start with
the simple case of offset d = 0 and splits γin = γout = γ = 0.5, for which the results are
given Figures 10(a)-(d).
Let us first investigate the results for the deterministic case. We recall that Jmax is
the maximum flow when setting γ = 1, and Jmax ≈ 0.15 for ASEP and Jmax ≈ 0.32 for
NaSch with vmax = 4. For ASEP, shown in Figure 10(a), the stationary flow equals γJmax
and is independent of the system size L and cycle length c 1. This result is intuitively
reasonable and agrees with the conclusion made in [16] that the capacity (i.e., the flow)
is proportional to the split. The flow during the green time is Jmax. Thus the average
flow over a cycle is gJmax/c = γJmax. For NaSch, due to the existence of the expansion
domain, the flow at the start of a green light is lower than Jmax, which we have discussed
in Subsection 3.1. So the flow is always less than γJmax, and approaches γJmax as the
cycle time c grows; see Figure 10(c). A sawtooth structure is observed in the flow, which
is essentially the same as the sawtooth (or rectangular) structures found in [3, 8, 9, 10],
due to the deterministic hopping mechanism. Once the green time exceeds t†, each tooth
has a constant width of vmax + 1. The analytical expression of the flow for this NaSch
case is given in Appendix B.2.
For the stochastic case, shown in Figures 10(b) and (d), when the cycle time is small,
the average stationary flow J exceeds γJmax. The difference is more pronounced for
1This is true provided that only even green times are considered as the deterministic system is rather
sensitive to the parity of parameters L, c and g. In order to make the arguments simpler, for deterministic
NaSch, we only consider even L, c and g.
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ASEP. To understand this, let us again start with ASEP. Suppose we have an initially
empty system. The inflow rate is 1. The system is semi-infinite (i.e., assumed as [0,+∞)),
which is assumed simply to eliminate the impact of the outflow rate. We compute the
distribution of the accumulated flow Q(t) by time t, measured at the in-boundary, for
the first few iterations, and obtain the transient flow Jt, that is, the average flow over
the first t iterations.
P(Q(1) = 1) = 0.5 ⇒ J1 = 0.5
P(Q(2) = 1) = 0.75 ⇒ J2 = 0.375
P(Q(3) = 1) = 0.8125, P(Q(3) = 2) = 0.0625 ⇒ J3 = 0.3125
P(Q(4) = 1) = 0.7344, P(Q(4) = 2) = 0.2031 ⇒ J4 = 0.2852
...
The transient flows at the very beginning are much larger than the maximum sta-
tionary flow Jmax ≈ 0.15. A very similar scenario occurs when a green light is switched
on. The previous red light clears (the end of) the downstream link, and produces a
queue on the upstream link, which leads to a large input flow rate for (the start of)
the green time. The transient flow during (the start of) the green time is larger than
the maximum flow Jmax. As a result, the average flow exceeds γJmax. Although this
argument concerns the flow measured at the node, not in the bulk, the stationary flows
are the same. Such start-up effects are strong when the cycle time and the green time are
short. On the other hand, this effect also occurs for higher speed limits vmax > 1 but is
less pronounced. We observe from Figure 10(d) that the stationary flows for very small
cycle times, less than 20 iterations, are larger than those for large cycle times, although
the difference is not significant due to the relatively large statistical fluctuations in the
average flow. The reason is because the high flow due to the start-up effect is off-set
by the low flow of the expansion domain. However, if the acceleration rate is larger, for
example, the infinite acceleration rate model discussed in [11], the start-up effect will be
more noticeable and further improve the intersection capacity when relatively short cycle
time is implemented.
4.2. Unequal splits and non-zero offsets
Next we consider non-zero offsets and unequal splits. Figure 11 plots the average
flows against offsets for deterministic and stochastic ASEP and NaSch. The results for
the deterministic cases are included for comparison and explanation purposes, as they
are analogous to the stochastic variants. We first analyse the equal split results with
non-zero offsets given in Figure 11(a), (c) and (e). For zero-offsets, the stationary flow
stays approximately at γJmax independent of the cycle length. For γ > 0, however, if
the system is relatively small, namely, L < γcJmax, the flow varies with offsets and cycle
lengths. Figures 11(a), (c) and (e) suggest that:
• The flow maximum is obtained by a range of offsets instead of only one optimal
offset. This agrees with the result found in [21].
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• The flow starts to decrease once the offset exceeds the leading offset, which is
defined to be dl = L/vfree, where vfree is the free flow speed. The leading offset is
the time it takes for the traffic platoon to travel from nodes nin to nout.
• The flow reaches the minimum Lρjam/c = L/c at offset d = g−dd. The dissipation
offset dd = L/vhole is the time it takes for the hole (i.e., empty cell) to travel from
nodes nout to nin through a queue. We remark that, for the deterministic case with
the triangular FD, the leading and dissipation offsets are equivalent to the forward
and backward offsets, respectively, used in [24].
• Further increasing the offset from offset d = c− g − dl raises the flow linearly. By
offset d = c− dd the flow returns to the maximum γJmax.
To obtain a stationary flow of γJmax, the flow through at least one of the nodes during
the green time needs to be Jmax. In other words, spill-backs cannot reach the upstream
node nin during its green time, and low-flow regions, including the empty region, cannot
be at the downstream node nout during its green time, since both scenarios cause wasted
green times. In terms of the traffic condition prior to the green light, there are two
extreme cases: The bulk link is completely i) empty (i.e., no residual queue at nout) and
ii) jammed. For case i), in order to avoid wasted green times, node nout should start
its green light dl = L/vf iterations after node nin does, that is when the vehicle platoon
arrives at nout. For case ii), node nout should start its green light dd = L/vhole iterations
ahead of node nin. This is the time when the first hole travels from node nout to nin,
and also the time for the queue to dissipate.
On the other hand, the minimum stationary flow corresponds to L vehicles traversing
through the node every c seconds. That is to say, the average flow at stationarity is never
below L/c. For the case of no residual queue, if node nout switches on the red light when
the platoon arrives, then the link can store up to L vehicles. In that case the offset is
dl + c− g. For the fully jammed case, if node nin switches on the red light when the first
hole arrives, then only L vehicles can traverse node nout every cycle. The corresponding
offset is g − dd.
In terms of maximising flows, the optimum is obtained in the offset range [0, dl]∪ [c−
dd, c). The optimal offset has a wider range if the system size is larger. However, in terms
of minimising travel times or delays on the bulk link, the optimal offset is dl, for which no
vehicles experience delays induced by red signals at node nout. That corresponds to the
optimal synchronization delay for the low density region in [13]. Zero offset (also known
as simultaneous offset) always optimises the system flow with arbitrary L and c. This
can be seen from the analytical expressions of the system flow described in Appendix B.
The black wall trajectories in Figure 5 produced by DDW may help understand this
result. For d = 0, no matter how one varies L and c and what the initial condition is,
wasted green times never occur at either of the nodes. So the stationary flow will not be
lower than γJmax. To some extent, our finding agrees with the result in [28] that for grid
networks good signal coordination provides little advantage over simultaneous offsets.
Figures 10(e) and (f) plot the flow against cycle length for small NaSch systems with
γ = 0.5. We choose small system sizes so that we can see the impact of the offset and
cycle length. The capacity of the system is constrained by the split γ. If the cycle
length c is relatively small, then the flow can be close to its γJmax. Once the cycle
length exceeds a threshold, which depends on L and d, the flow decreases rapidly with c.
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Regardless of L one can tune either cycle length or offset to obtain the maximum flow.
The results provide a preliminary guidance in choosing cycle lengths and offsets for a
given system size. The analytical expression for the flow in relation to c, d, γ and L for
the deterministic case is given in Eq. (B.1). One can extend it qualitatively to explain
the stochastic case.
Although we have focused on the discussion of equal splits γ = 0.5, the cases with
γ 6= 0.5 are qualitatively the same. Now let us fix the split γout at node nout at 0.5 and
vary the split γin at node nin. Figures 11(b), (d) and (f) compare the simulation results
of the average flow against offset for γin = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The general shapes are
similar to the curves with equal splits in Figures 11(a), (c) and (e). But the values of
the plateaus and turning points change. The maximum flow is determined by the node
with the smaller capacity, that is, min{γin, γout}Jmax. The minimum flow becomes the
larger value of (γin − γout)Jmax and L/c. So if the split γin is significantly larger than
γout, the minimum flow can be higher than that with the equal split. The four turning
points also change and depend on both γin and γout. The analytical expressions for the
corresponding offset values are given in Eqs. (B.2)-(B.5). Again the stochastic results
are qualitatively the same as the deterministic ones.
5. Rapid Switching
So far, we have focused on regular (relatively large) cycle lengths and green times in
the realistic ranges 20 ≤ c ≤ 200 and 5 ≤ g ≤ 150. One may wonder how the system
would behave if the signal is switched very rapidly, for example every 2 seconds. One
practical implementation of rapidly switched signals is in ramp-metering. This kind of
signal switching frequency is not practical for arterial networks, for reasons of safety.
Nevertheless, it is of interest to see what the impact of rapid switching has on the traffic
behaviour. We only consider the stochastic case in this section.
5.1. Equal splits
Comparing the results for different cycle times in Figure 7, we find that, for equal splits
γ = 0.5, the bulk density tends to be more linear when the cycle gets shortened. When
we switch the lights fast enough, e.g., c = 4 and g = 2 as chosen for Figure 12(a) and (b),
the density profile becomes linear, except for cells close to the nodes. The systems with
varying sizes have the same profile. One can determine the density at the middle site using
a domain wall argument. Every switch from red light to green light creates a downward
wall, WM|E at nin and WC|M at nout. Walls WM|E and WC|M meet at the middle of the
system since their drift velocities are approximately the same. The average density at the
middle can be then computed by ρm = ((ρM + ρE)/2 + (ρM + ρC)/2)/2 = ρM/2 + 0.25,
which is 0.5 for ASEP and about 0.32 for NaSch.
The linear profile coincides with the linear profile for ASEP and NaSch with constant
boundaries when inflow and outflow rates are equal and less than the critical values for
obtaining maximum flow [39]. When traffic lights change fast, the nodes ‘transform’ the
boundary conditions to some effective inflow rate αe and outflow rate βe. Since the splits
γ are equal, the effective inflow and outflow rates are the same. With the growth of γ,
the effective rates increase, and the slope of the profile drops as shown in Figures 12(c)
and (d). Once they are above the critical values, the profile becomes flat, and the system
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is in maximum flow. See Figure 12(c). On the other hand, if γ decreases, the slope of
the profile increases. See Figures 12(e) and (f).
For ASEP, we know the analytical expression of the flow in terms of the inflow and
outflow rates (see Eq. (3)). Thus, we can reverse-engineer the effective rate αe (= βe) for
varying γ according to the average system flow. Figure 13 plots the average flow and the
effective inflow rate against the split. In order to obtain more data points, relatively long
cycles c = 10, 20 and a large system size L = 100 are considered. Due to the start-up
effect discussed in Section 4, a smaller c leads to a higher average flow, and thus a larger
αe. The results show some linear relation between αe and γ for intermediate values of
γ for both cycle lengths. Of course, when the split γ is sufficiently large, αe will simply
plateau at the critical value αc = 1−√1− p. For small γ, the start-up effect raises the
flow and αe to higher values.
5.2. Unequal splits
When the splits at two nodes are different, the system may reach either low or high
density depending on which node has the smaller split, provided that the effective inflow
and outflow rates do not exceed the critical values. For example, Figure 14(a) shows that
the stochastic ASEP, γin = 0.5 and γout = 0.75 produces an approximately flat density
profile in low density. Figure 14(b) displays the result for the stochastic NaSch under the
same setting. The resulting density is very low, less than 0.1, and oscillation waves are
present in the density profile. Such oscillation waves are essentially domain walls, and
so are affected by the cycle length, the smaller split and the system size. The node with
the smaller split (and hence the lower capacity) determines the system capacity and the
amplitude of the oscillation. The cycle length determines the width between two waves.
The system size determines how many oscillation waves are in the system.
Light switching creates domain walls. The more rapid the switching is, the closer
those walls are. They smear out if they are unstable while they drift, which reduces the
density contrast between two domains and smooths the local densities. The smoothing
process is faster when walls are closer to each other. As a result, the rapid switching leads
to a linear density profile. We note that the smoothing does not require all walls to be
unstable. However, if all domain walls are stable, they preserve their own profiles while
they travel. An extreme case is when p = 0. One can plot the domain wall trajectories
using the DDW model as we did in Figure 5 and find the oscillation in the density profile.
We recall that domain walls are stable if they are upward walls or the collective velocity
is the same as the drift velocity. The FD of NaSch at very low density is basically linear,
and so walls with both domains from that density region are stable. These stable walls
result in the oscillation waves in the density profile. This explains why we observe the
oscillation at low densities for NaSch in Figures 12(b), (d), (f) and 14(b). It also explains
why such oscillation is absent for ASEP. With the increase (or decrease) of p, the linear
section on the FD of NaSch reduces (or grows), and as a result the oscillation becomes
weak (or strong) in terms of magnitude. Finally, domain walls perform random walks for
0 < p < 1. Thus, the oscillation amplitude always reduces, though possibly very slowly,
e.g., the density profiles for L = 100 from upstream to downstream in Figure 14(b). If
letting L→∞, the density profile at the downstream side would eventually become flat.
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6. Discussion
We have studied the traffic behaviour, in both transient and stationary states, on
a single link with traffic lights at both ends, for a variety of parameters. In particular
we have studied the impact of various cycle lengths, split times and offsets. We have
extended the domain wall and hydrodynamic theories to predict the traffic behaviour for
time-dependent boundary conditions. We have considered both the deterministic and
stochastic models.
Our main findings including the following:
• The maximum stationary flow is mainly determined by the smaller split, and the
minimum is determined by the system size, cycle length and the difference in splits.
If the cycle length is relatively large, greater than the system size divided by the
maximum flow Jmax (with the absence of traffic lights), the stationary flow depends
on the offset. Specifically, it varies linearly with the offset when it is not at the
extrema. The relation of the stationary flow with those system parameters for
the deterministic ASEP is derived analytically, which is (qualitatively) extended
to describe deterministic and stochastic NaSch. For the stochastic models, the
clearance of downstream traffic during red lights helps improve the flow at the
start of green light. Therefore, the stationary flows for smaller cycle times can be
larger than the product of the split and Jmax.
• For the deterministic case, the deterministic domain wall model can produce ex-
actly the same results for both the stationary flow and the transient density profile
as the deterministic ASEP and NaSch model. As for the stochastic case, the hy-
drodynamic model can approximate the density evolution for short-time scales, but
not for long-time scales due to the lack of stochasticity. The stochastic domain wall
model provides quantitative descriptions of the density evolution in both transient
and stationary states.
• For the stationary stochastic ASEP and NaSch, the cell density profiles scale with
the system size, provided that the systems are in the same traffic regime at the
traffic signal change.
• If the signal switching is sufficiently rapid, the traffic system behaves like the system
with some effective time-invariant boundaries. For equal splits, the system is on
coexistence line. For moderate split values, there exists a linear relation between
the split and the effective in- and outflow rates.
Our study fills the gap between one-dimensional traffic systems and two-dimensional
traffic networks. The results of the impact of the cycle length, split and offset relative
to the system size on the traffic flow and the derivation of formulas for estimating the
effective capacity provide useful insight in choosing key parameters for traffic signal
control. This work can be generalised to study urban traffic network flows in relation
to signal settings and the application of traffic management such as perimeter control
[42, 43]. The analysis of the local density transitional behaviour for various signal settings
allows us to estimate queues on links (in the circumstance of large inflow and outflow),
which would be instructive for signal control design to prevent spill-backs. In addition
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to the comprehensive study of how traffic signals affect traffic flow and local density, this
paper provides an evaluation of three models with various complexities. The macroscopic
domain wall model is validated by the CA model in terms of its ability in predicting traffic
behaviours with signals in both long and short terms. The hydrodynamic model is simple
and efficient, and can provide good short-term forecasts of traffic evolutions.
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Appendix A. Fundamental diagrams for NaSch
Figure A.15 shows the simulated FD of NaSch with vmax = 4. The SDW model
considered in this paper for NaSch with vmax = 4 ignores the instability downward
domain walls, and does not consider wall splitting. Therefore, we only use the empirical
data of critical density and maximum flow (JM, ρM) = (0.32, 0.12). That is equivalent
to assuming that the FD has a perfect triangular shape. For the hydrodynamic model,
we fit the simulated FD to
J(ρ) =


JaLD
(
ρ− ρM
ρM
)
ρ ≤ ρM,
JaHD
(
ρ− ρM
1− ρM
)
ρ > ρM,
(A.1)
where
Ja(ρ) =
JM
1−√1− a
(
1−
√
1− a(1− ρ)(1 + ρ)
)
, (A.2)
with aLD and aHD the fit parameters. This form meets the requirements of the hydro-
dynamics calculations, as outlined at the end of Subsection 2.2. We take (JM, ρM) as
before and from the fit obtain (aLD, aHD) = (0.88, 0.99).
Appendix B. Deterministic variants
In this section we present some supplementary results produced by the CA simulations
and the DDW model for deterministic ASEP and NaSch. These results are analogous to
and thus help understand the findings for the stochastic variants.
Appendix B.1. Stationary flows
The stationary flow variations in relation to c, d, L, γin and γout have been discussed
in Section 4. Figure B.16 plots an example of the wall trajectories produced by the DDW
model, which corresponds to the result of the flow against offset shown in Figure 11(a)
for short cycle times. The wall trajectories provide a direct illustration of the impact
of offsets. Following the discussion of the relation between the stationary flow and the
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system parameters in Subsection 4.1, we can derive the analytical expression of the
stationary flow for equal splits γ as below.
J =


γJmax, if c ≤ L
γJmax
or d ∈ [0, dl] ∪ [c− dd, c);
Jmax(γc− dd − d+ L)
c
, d ∈ (dl, γc− L);
L
c
, d ∈ [γc− dd, c(1− γ)− dl];
Jmax(d− dl − (1 − γ)c+ L)
c
, d ∈ (c(1 − γ) + dl, c− dd).
(B.1)
For the case γin 6= γout, the result for ASEP of a small system L = 10 is given
in Figure 11(b). Using the DDW theory, we find the offset values for the four points,
labelled as A,B,C and D in Figure 11(b), where the flow starts to increase, decrease
and stay constant. Let (x)+ = x if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. Points A and B are at
dA = c(γin − γout)+ + dl, (B.2)
dB = c− c(γout − γin)+ − dd. (B.3)
The two corners of the minimum flow plateau, points C and D are at:
dC =


γinc− L
Jmax
+ dl, if
L
cJmax
> γin − γout,
γoutc+ dl, otherwise;
(B.4)
dD =


c(1− γout) + L
Jmax
− dd, if L
cJmax
> γin − γout,
c(1 + γin − 2γout)− dd, otherwise.
(B.5)
The above expressions match the results for the case with γ = 0.5 illustrated in Fig-
ure 11(a), noticing that L/Jmax = dl + dd.
Appendix B.2. Expansion domain for deterministic NaSch with vmax > 1
The expansion domain N exists for NaSch with vmax > 1. Due to its existence, the
stationary flow of the deterministic NaSch is lower than γJmax for small cycle lengths
(see Figure 10). For d = 0 and γ = 0.5, we can write the average flow as a function of
the green time g. Recall that t† =
∑vmax
i=2 i is the time for N to clear a node n and is
also its full length, and q† is the total number of vehicles that have traversed the node
by time t†. If g < t†, we let q = max{j :∑ji=1(i + 1)− 1 < g}, and then have
J =
1
c
(
q∑
i=1
i+ g −
q∑
i=1
(i + 1)− 2
)
. (B.6)
Otherwise, for L%(vmax + 1) = 0 (% is the modulo operation.),
J =
q†
c
+
1
c
[⌊
g − t†
vmax + 1
⌋
+ g − t†%(vmax + 1)− 1
]
. (B.7)
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For other L values, the flow may slightly deviate from Eq. (B.7) as the flow result is
sensitive to the parity of the parameters.
For the definitions of the leading and dissipation offsets, we have used free flow speed
vf and hole speed vhole. For deterministic NaSch, regardless of the value vmax, vhole = 1.
If vmax = 1, vf = 1. Otherwise, given some travel time t,
vf =


1
t
t∑
i=1
i if t < vmax,
1
t
[
vmax−1∑
i=1
i+ vmax(t− vmax + 1)
]
otherwise.
Appendix B.3. Initial-condition-dependent stationary states
Mentioned Subsection 3.1, when two splits are equal, the stationary density profile
for deterministic NaSch may also depend on the initial condition. Examples are shown in
Figures 5 and B.16. For the systems illustrated in Figure 5, in most cases, different initial
conditions result in different wall trajectories and stationary states. As for the system
given in Figure B.16, although the initial conditions for varying offsets are all empty
state, one can choose arbitrary other initial states and will find that the stationary
configurations are the same for respective offset values. For the special case of ASEP
and equal splits, we find that the stationary state is unique if L ≤ g − d, g − (c − d) or
g/2.
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Figure 10: Stationary flow against cycle length for ASEP and NaSch with γ = 0.5 and p = 0, 0.5. (a)-(d):
d = 0, L = 10, 25, 50, 100 and (e)-(f): d = 0, 20, 40, 60. Only even cycle times are considered.
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Figure 11: Comparison of average flow against offset in relation to cycle lengths, system sizes, splits
for ASEP and NaSch. Left: fixed cycle lengths, equal splits γ = 0.5 and various system sizes L =
10, 25, 50, 100; Right: fixed system sizes, fixed cycle lengths and various splits γin = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
γout = 0.5.
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(a) ASEP, γ = 0.5 (b) NaSch, γ = 0.5
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NaSch: stationary, offset = 0, p = 0.5, cycle = 4, gin = 0.25c, gout = 0.25c
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Figure 12: Cell densities against normalised cell location i/L for stochastic ASEP and NaSch with various
system sizes L = 10, 20, 50, 100, p = 0.5, d = 0, c = 4 and γ = 0.5, 0.75, 0.25 at t = 2, 3 seconds after a
cycle starts when the system at stationarity.
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Figure 13: Average flow J and effective inflow αe against split γ for stochastic ASEP, p = 0.5, L = 100,
d = 0 and c = 10, 20. The effective rate αe and the flow are bounded by the critical rate αc and Jmax
respectively.
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Figure 14: Cell densities against normalised cell location i/L for stochastic ASEP and NaSch with various
system sizes L = 10, 20, 50, 100, d = 0, c = 4 and γin = 0.5, γout = 0.75 at t = 2, 3 seconds after a cycle
starts when the system is at stationarity.
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Figure A.15: Fundamental diagram for stochastic NaSch with vmax = 4 and p = 0.5. Blue circles: the
simulated FD; Black line: the FD used by SDW; Red crosses: the FD used by hydrodynamics.
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Figure B.16: Domain wall trajectories for deterministic ASEP with γ = 0.5, L < g/2 and various offsets.
X-axis: position in the system; Y-axis: time. Green and red lines represent the traffic lights at nodes nin
and nout. From left to right, the offsets are: 0 < d < dl, d = dl, dl < d < g− dd, g− dd ≤ d ≤ c− g+ dl,
c − g + dl < d < c − dd, d = c − dd and c − dd < d < c, which match the offset ranges shown in
Figure 11(a).
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